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Summary
Large-scale clinical trials in patients in Western countries with coronary artery disease (CAD) have found
that aggressive lipid-lowering therapy using high-dose statins reduces cardiovascular (CV) events further than
low-dose statins. However, such evidence has not yet been fully established in Asian populations, including in
Japan. The Randomized Evaluation of Aggressive or Moderate Lipid-Lowering Therapy with Pitavastatin in
Coronary Artery Disease (REAL-CAD) study addresses whether intensification of statin therapy improves clinical outcomes in Japanese patients with CAD.
REAL-CAD is a prospective, multicenter, randomized, open-label, blinded-endpoint, physician-initiated
phase 4 trial in Japan. The study will recruit up to 12,600 patients with stable CAD. Patients are assigned to receive either pitavastatin 1 mg/day or pitavastatin 4 mg/day. LDL-C levels are expected to reach approximate
mean values of 100 mg/dL in the low-dose pitavastatin group and 80 mg/dL in the high-dose group. The primary endpoint is the time to occurrence of a major CV event, including CV death, non-fatal myocardial infarction, non-fatal ischemic stroke, and unstable angina requiring emergency hospitalization during an average of 5
years. The large number of patients and the long follow-up period in the REAL-CAD study should ensure that
there is adequate power to definitively determine if reducing LDL-C levels to approximately 80 mg/dL by highdose statin can provide additional clinical benefit.
After the study is completed, we will have categorical evidence on the optimal statin dose and target LDLC level for secondary prevention in Japanese patients.
(Int Heart J 2018; 59: 315-320)
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ardiovascular (CV) death is an important medical
and social problem in Japan and is increasing
every year. Although widespread use of new and
effective drug treatments and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) have improved outcomes in patients with
coronary artery disease (CAD), the recurrence rate in pa-

C

tients for secondary prevention remained high compared
with patients for primary prevention.1-3)
Many epidemiological studies have proven that coronary deaths and CV events are associated with elevated
levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C).
Furthermore, large-scale clinical trials have found that
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lipid-lowering therapy using statins reduces CV events.4-11)
In the J-LIT and MUSASHI-AMI studies in Japan, the recurrence risk for CV events was significantly decreased
when LDL-C levels were reduced to below 100 mg/dL
(2.6 mmol/L) with stain treatment.1,12) Based on these findings, the guidelines of the Japan Atherosclerosis Society
state that LDL-C levels should be 100 mg/dL or lower for
secondary prevention.13) This target is higher than the targets specified in European and former American guidelines.14,15)
Secondary prevention trials such as the A to Z, TNT,
IDEAL, and PROVE-IT studies have compared the rate of
CV events between high intensity and moderate intensity
lipid-lowering treatments.16-19) In a meta-analysis of these
trials, high intensity lipid-lowering treatment significantly
reduced the rate of CV events (by 16%) compared with
moderate intensity lipid-lowering therapy.20) CV events
were correlated with LDL-C reduction, both in patients
with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and patients with
chronic phase CAD.21) Therefore, for secondary prevention, European guidelines recommend a target LDL-C of
less than 70 mg/dL, and American College of Cardiology
(ACC)/American Heart Association (AHA) guideline recommends high-intensity statin therapy.14,22)
Since the CV event rate in Asian populations is much
lower than that in European and American populations,23,24)
it is important to confirm the benefits of statin therapy in
Asian populations. In Japan, no large-scale outcome studies on the use of statins for secondary prevention have
been conducted up to now. However, several trials have
used intravascular ultrasound to show that intensive LDLC reduction with statins leads to plaque regression. The
ESTABLISH, JAPAN-ACS, and COSMOS trials demonstrated that lowering LDL-C to 70-80 mg/dL by aggressive lipid-lowering treatment with moderately high-dose
statins significantly reduced coronary plaque volume.25-27)
Moreover, the extended ESTABLISH trial suggested that
plaque regression during the randomized period correlated
with reduced long-term CV events.28) Thus, we hypothesize that aggressive lipid-lowering treatment with highdose statins could improve clinical outcomes in Japan.
However, since no prospective clinical trials comparing
high-dose and low-dose statin therapy have been conducted in Asia, we do not know whether high-dose statin
therapy could safely improve clinical outcomes in Asian
populations. Furthermore, high-intensity statin therapy (e.
g. atorvastatin 80 mg) is not covered by Japanese national
health insurance, and is thus almost never used.29) A crosssectional survey found that in Japan the mean doses of
statins are only 1.8 mg for pitavastatin, 3.1 mg for rosuvastatin, and 9.0 mg for atorvastatin.30) Therefore, 4 mg of
pitavastatin is a high dose for Japanese patients. It has
been reported that 4 mg of pitavastatin can reduce LDL-C
by 42.9% from baseline.31)
With this as background, we designed and initiated a
large-scale, prospective, open-label, multicenter, randomized trial to test whether high-dose statin therapy can reduce the incidence of major cardiovascular events in patients with CAD in Japan.

Methods
Study design and objectives: The REAL-CAD (Randomized Evaluation of Aggressive or Moderate Lipid Lowering Therapy with Pitavastatin in Coronary Artery Disease)
study (NCT01042730, UMIN000002680) is a prospective,
multicenter, randomized, open-label, blinded-endpoint,
physician-initiated phase 4 trial designed to investigate
whether high-dose statin therapy could reduce CV events
in patients with stable CAD as compared with low-dose
statin therapy. We hypothesized that aggressive lipidlowering treatment with pitavastatin 4 mg/day would reduce the incidence of the composite endpoint comprised
of CV death, non-fatal myocardial infarction (MI), nonfatal ischemic stroke, and unstable angina requiring emergency hospitalization. The control group received pitavastatin 1 mg/day. Over 2.5 years of follow-up was planned
(Figure).
Ethical approval was obtained from the Public Health
Research Foundation ethics review committee and the
relevant ethics committees at all participating sites. All patients provided written informed consent. The study was
conducted in accordance with ethical principals in the
Declaration of Helsinki.
Study population and patient selection: Men and
women aged 20 to 80 years with clinically evident stable
CAD and elevated LDL-C were eligible for this study.
CAD was defined as 1) previous ACS, such as acute myocardial infarction or unstable angina; 2) a previous coronary revascularization procedure (PCI or coronary artery
bypass grafting [CABG]); or 3) atherosclerotic CAD detected by coronary artery angiography with at least 75%
stenosis in major epicardial coronary arteries (American
Heart Association classification).32) Patients with elevated
LDL-C at entry were defined as 1) patients not receiving
chronic lipid-lowering therapy with LDL-C !140 mg/dL,
2) patients with LDL-C !100 mg/dL and considered by
the attending physician to need lipid-lowering therapy, or
3) patients being treated with lipid-lowering therapy.
Exclusion criteria included: 1) any planned coronary
revascularization procedure, 2) active malignancy, 3) contraindication for pitavastatin (hypersensitivity to pitavastatin, severe liver disease or hepatic dysfunction, concurrent
cyclosporin use, or suspected or confirmed pregnancy or
current breastfeeding), 4) severe congestive heart failure
(ejection fraction < 30% or NYHA class !3), 5) current
hemodialysis, 6) familial hypercholesterolemia, 7) current
participation in another clinical trial, 8) current use of any
prohibited drug (lipid-lowering drug other than pitavastatin) that could not be discontinued during the study, and
9) any other finding that would make the patient unsuitable for this study in the opinion of the investigators.
Randomization and treatment protocol: Participants
were recruited at 733 hospitals in Japan. During screening
visits, informed consent and baseline medical history were
obtained, and a clinical examination and laboratory testing
were performed. Blood samples were collected to determine fasting lipid levels and the patient’s standard clinical
profile. After discontinuation of all previous lipid-lowering
therapies, all eligible patients started receiving treatment
with pitavastatin 1 mg/day on an open-label basis for at
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Summary of study design. LDL-C indicates low-density lipoprotein cholesterol

least 1 month (run-in period). At the end of the run-in period (week 0), those patients with LDL-C levels below
120 mg/dL, measured by a central laboratory using Friedwald’s formula, were eligible for randomization. Patients
with prior ACS or coronary revascularization could be
randomized beyond 3 months after the index event. Randomization was not allowed for patients with poor adherence (less than 50%) for the study drug during the run-in
period or for patients with the primary endpoint events
during the run-in period.
Patients were randomized in a 1:1 ratio to either pitavastatin 4 mg or pitavastatin 1 mg once daily. Randomized treatment assignment was stratified by 5 factors: 1)
institution, 2) prior statin use, 3) age (< 65 or !65), 4)
diabetes, and 5) sex. Patients were to be followed for 3
years, and study visits were scheduled at 6 months for the
first visit and every year thereafter. At each visit, information on vital signs, clinical endpoints, adverse events, and
concurrent medication was collected. In addition, physical
examinations and electrocardiograms were performed and
blood specimens were collected at 6 months and every 12
months thereafter for lipid and other laboratory tests.
Endpoints: The primary endpoint of the trial is a composite of CV death, non-fatal MI, non-fatal ischemic
stroke, or unstable angina requiring urgent hospitalization.
The secondary endpoints include: 1) composite CV events
(CV death, non-fatal MI, non-fatal ischemic stroke, unstable angina requiring urgent hospital admission, and coronary revascularization for non-target lesions at previous
coronary revascularization), 2) composite coronary events

(coronary death, non-fatal MI, unstable angina requiring
urgent hospital admission, and coronary revascularization),
3) composite cerebrovascular events (fatal or non-fatal
stroke and transient ischemic attack requiring hospital admission), 4) death (all cause death, CV death, cardiac
death, death from coronary heart disease [CHD]), 5) individual cardiac events (fatal and non-fatal MI, unstable angina requiring urgent hospital admission, hospitalization
with primary diagnosis of congestive heart failure, coronary revascularization, resuscitated cardiac arrest), 6) individual cerebrovascular events (fatal and non-fatal stroke,
fatal and non-fatal ischemic stroke, fatal and non-fatal
hemorrhagic stroke, and transient ischemic attack requiring hospital admission), and 7) other events (operation or
rupture of aortic aneurysms, aortic dissection, revascularization for peripheral artery disease, carotid endarterectomy
or stenting, venous thromboembolism, new onset of malignancy, surgery for aortic stenosis).
Statistical design and analysis: Using the data from the
J-LIT study, we estimated that a 10-mg/dL reduction in
LDL-C would translate to an 8% reduction of CV events.1)
A post marketing survey of pitavastatin found that LDL-C
levels in patients treated with 4 mg of pitavastatin were
about 20 mg/dL lower than in those treated with 1 mg of
pitavastatin.31) The expected 20 mg/dL difference in LDLC between the two groups would translate into a 16% CV
risk reduction, for a hazard ratio (HR) of 0.84. This estimated HR is consistent with the results from a metaanalysis that reported an odds ratio of 0.84 for composite
CV events with aggressive lipid-lowering therapy com-
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Table.

Baseline Data

Variable
Age (years)
Men (%)
Height (cm)
Body weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)
Cardiovascular history
Hospitalization for UA (%)
Myocardial infarction (%)
Revascularization
PCI (%)
CABG (%)
Cerebrovascular disease (%)
Peripheral arterial disease (%)
Diabetes mellitus (%)
Current smoker (%)
Former smoker (%)
Hypertension (%)
Family history of CAD (%)
History of congestive heart failure (%)
Atrial fibrillation/flutter (%)
History of malignancy (%)
Baseline statin use (%)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
LDL-C (mg/dL)
HDL-C (mg/dL)
Triglycerides (mg/dL), median (IQR)
hsCRP (mg/L), median (IQR)
Glucose (mg/dL)
HbA1c (%)
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Heart rate

n = 12,413
68.1 ± 8.3
82.6
162.4 ± 8.1
65.2 ± 11.3
24.6 ± 3.4
25.5
51.4
83.5
12.7
8.1
7.0
40.1
16.4
49.4
75.7
16.5
5.2
6.2
5.3
90.9
166.8 ± 24.3
87.9 ± 18.9
50.7 ± 12.6
124 (89-174)
0.52 (0.25-1.19)
124.1 ± 40.3
5.86 ± 0.85
127.6 ± 16.2
73.0 ± 10.8
69.5 ± 11.6

BMI indicates body mass index; UA, unstable angina; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting;
CAD, coronary artery disease; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; Apo, apolipoprotein; hsCRP, high sensitivity C-reactive protein; IQR, interquartile
range; and HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c.

pared to standard lipid lowering.20) The annual rate of CV
events in the primary endpoint of this study was 2% to
5% in the secondary prevention trials and observational
studies in Japan.1-3,28,33,34) However, follow-up time and investigation methods in the current trial were different
from the previous studies. Moreover, event rates have
gradually decreased with improved treatment options.
Thus, we estimated the annual incidence of CV events to
be 2.5% per year. Under these assumptions, we anticipated that 1,033 CV events would be required to detect a
16% relative risk reduction with 80% power with a 2tailed α of 0.05. With an estimated 10% drop-out/nonadherence rate over the course of the trial, a total of 12,600
patients (6,300 per group) would be required to have
1,033 CV events (3-year registration period and 3-year
follow-up period). If the event rate was lower than expected, the Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) could
evaluate efficacy data and make recommendations regarding extension of the follow-up period.
The actual event rate for the primary endpoint was
lower than anticipated; however, on October 27, 2015, the

steering committee decided not to extend the study further
despite the original event-driven trial design, because of
concerns that further extension would negatively impact
the quality of the study.
Study operations: The executive committee consisted of
members of the academic leadership of the trial (Appendix). The co-investigators were responsible for the independent drafting and editing of all manuscripts and study
analyses presented here. An independent DSMB was selected by the executive committee. The DSMB was comprised of qualified clinical scientists who were not investigators in the study. The independent DSMB periodically
evaluated safety and efficacy data and made recommendations regarding continuation or modification of the study
or study procedures.
An endpoint committee reviewed all potential primary and secondary endpoint events to adjudicate the
endpoint designation. The committee members who performed adjudication of events were independent of the
study investigators in the trial. A separate manual of operations fully described the methods to be used by the
endpoint committee. Study-specific, data-driven algorithms
were used to achieve endpoint consensus. In cases of discordant adjudications of events among the committee
members, consensus was to be reached through scheduled
conference calls or regular meetings.

Results
Baseline data from the REAL-CAD study: The REALCAD population was comprised of patients from 768 institutions. The first patient was recruited in January 2010.
Randomizations occurred from April 2010 to July 2013.
Of the 14,774 patients who entered the open-label run-in
period, 13,054 were randomized to pitavastatin 1 mg or 4
mg (Figure). The randomized patients who withdrew
agreement in an early stage and violated entry criteria
were excluded. The baseline characteristics of these
12,413 patients are shown in the Table.

Discussion
We cannot apply European and American guidelines
directly to Japanese patients because 1) the CV event rate
in Japan is lower than in Europe and America, and 2) previous studies in Japan have shown that statin therapy reduced CV events down to target LDL-C levels below 100
mg/dL,1,12) but further lowering has not been adequately
studied. IVUS imaging studies in Japan have documented
the value of coronary plaque regression down to LDL-C
levels below 70 mg/dL, but those studies are vastly underpowered to determine the effects of such lipid-lowering
treatment on clinical outcomes. Accordingly, the value of
reducing LDL-C levels substantially below 100 mg/dL in
patients with CHD, particularly Asian patients, has not
been clearly demonstrated, and Japanese guidelines currently recommend reducing LDL-C only to immediately
below 100 mg/dL. No prospective clinical trials have been
conducted to determine whether clinical outcomes could
be improved by achieving even lower LDL-C levels with
high-dose statin. Clearly the clinical significance of ag-
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gressive lipid-lowering treatment with statins in Japan
must be further evaluated.
Japanese and Western patients tend to respond differently to statin dose; a lower dose in Japanese patients will
generally have the same effect as a higher dose in Western
patients. As a result, the standard statin doses in Europe
and America are considered to be relatively aggressive
treatment in Japan. This means that direct comparisons
between doses used in CAD patients in Western and Japanese studies may be impossible. However, despite clear
differences in dose requirements between Western countries and Japan, it is evident that long-term outcomes may
be improved by more intensive treatment in both populations. Further studies in Japanese patients with CAD may
be required to determine the optimum treatment regimen
for statins in this patient population.
The REAL-CAD study, one of the largest randomized trials to compare high-dose versus low-dose statin
therapies, provides pivotal evidence for the role of highdose statin therapy in secondary CAD prevention in Asian
subjects.
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